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Stubborn Twig is a classic American story, a story of immigrants making their way in a new land. It

is a living work of social history that rings with the power of truth and the drama of fiction, a moving

saga about the challenges of becoming an American. Masuo Yasui traveled from Japan across the

other Oregon Trail&#x97;the one that spanned the Pacific Ocean&#x97;in 1903. Like most

immigrants, he came with big dreams and empty pockets. Working on the railroads, in a cannery,

and as a houseboy before settling in Hood River, Oregon, he opened a store, raised a large family,

and became one of the area&#x92;s most successful orchardists.As Masuo broke the race barrier

in the local business community, his American-born children broke it in school, scouts and sports,

excelling in most everything they tried. For the Yasuis&#x92; first-born son, the constraints and

contradictions of being both Japanese and American led to tragedy. But his seven brothers and

sisters prevailed, becoming doctors, lawyers, teachers, and farmers. It was a classic tale of the

American dream come true&#x97;until December 7, 1941, changed their lives forever. The Yasuis

were among the more than 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry along the West Coast who were

forced from their homes and interned in vast inland &#x93;relocation camps.&#x94; Masuo was

arrested as a spy and imprisoned for the rest of the war; his family was shamed and broken. Yet the

Yasuis endured, as succeeding generations took up the challenge of finding their identity as

Americans. Stubborn Twig is their story&#x97;a story at once tragic and triumphant, one that bears

eloquent witness to both the promise and the peril of America.
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I found this book while browsing in the stacks one day. I had no idea that Japanese had been

imported to build the Railroads in the Northwest during the late 19th and early 20th centuries (this

was because Chinese were not available... laws had been passed making their immigration to the

US illegal), and mainly ONLY MEN. It was a real eye-opener (I have seen NO such information ever

in any US History book I read in school, and I am born and educated in the US -- graduated from

UC Berkeley).This book is very easy to read and become engrossed into. I could not do anything

else in my spare time other than work on finishing reading this. It goes a long way to filling in much

of the missing pieces with Japan of US History before, during, and after WWI and WWII.Most US

Citizens NEVER heard of Min Yasui, a newly minted Lawyer and Japanese-American US Citizen

(by birth) from Hood River, Oregon, who decided to challenge Executive Order 9066 by deliberately

disobeying it, getting arrested, charged, convicted, and put into Solitary Confinement for the

duration of WWII even as the US Supreme Court ruled against him regarding the Constitutionality of

it. And, yes folks, Executive Order 9066 could be reissued today, against anyone (even you),

without Due Process. You too could be treated just like the Yasui's, ripped out of your job and

home, have your bank accounts frozen, told you had 48 hours to pack and could only bring what

you personally could carry with your hands and nothing more... and then lose your property and

home when you could not pay the property taxes (because your Bank Accounts had been frozen by

the Federal Government).You say you're a US Citizen?
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